Overall symptom measurement: which approach?
The syndrome of preschool wheeze includes a wide range of symptomology, measurement of which necessitates assessment of severity as well as prevalence. Most wheezing in this age group is episodic and associated with viral infections, and it is often difficult to distinguish wheeze from other lower respiratory symptoms. An overall measure of symptom severity should include the frequency, duration and magnitude both of episodes and interval symptoms. However, little attention has been paid to either the distinction of acute virus-related episodes from day-to-day symptoms, or their quantification. The type of medication used is sometimes considered as a measure of symptom severity. Since there is no consensus about either the criteria for the use of anti-inflammatory agents or their modulating effect, this practice is unreliable. Without an agreed method to define symptom severity, it is difficult to assess the validity of either population questionnaires or symptom diaries for use in clinical trials. Validation using objective measures is urgently required.